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To intersect means to come across another being on their course, to occasionally even intercept this other. An intersection is the fact or action of crossing another, or the place where two beings (or things) come across each other. In our multispecies world, it is inevitable that animal and human life intersect, sometimes in rather calculated ways, sometimes in rather joyous ways, and sometimes by haphazard chance.

The idea of ‘animal intersections’ has been embraced by the 2017 Australasian Animal Studies Conference’s arts programme. The exhibition at Peanut Gallery, along with the performance and moving-image screening at Nexus Arts, will allow viewers to consider how artists, in their unique ways, have responded to the words ‘intersect’ and ‘intersection’ (or even ‘intersectionality’ if one considers how multiple social forces can compromise animal lives). However, what is constant is that these words are concepts that help to visualise the many relations between animals and humans/humans and animals.

These works offer emotional, intellectual and perhaps even spiritual experiences to appreciate animal lives. Of course, moving to consider animals on their own terms, in a largely anthropocentric world is not an easy task for any artist. However, each visitor can hopefully find works which move them to feel what a post-anthropocentric world could be like, where an animal is a work of art not simply to decorate embellishment, or a symbol for human ideas and values, or a form of scientific documentation.

Good art challenges and stretches you, and this is what the exhibition, performance and moving-image screening set out to do.

Victor J Krawczyk
Chief Curator and Event Officer
AASA Adelaide Organising Committee
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